
Lost in Desire  presents new Single 
Put Out That Light 

 
	  
Alternative Rock 
(Remixes: Techno - Synthpop – House) 
 
Vienna 10.05.2013 – Since anticipation 
is the greatest joy, the Viennese band 
around songwriter Stephan Sutor now 
presents the third single “Put Out That 
Light” from the upcoming second studio 
album. In order to make the 
anticipation of the longplayer, which 
will be released in Fall, even sweeter, 
“Put Out That Light” including three 
remixes will be available as free 
download.  
 

 
 
 “Put Out That Light” sounds unusually raw compared to their previous work. The 
purist rock sound is convincing and the song works without any audible synthesizers. 
The dark undertone of the verse turns into an enigmatic ode to night in the symphonic 
chorus.  
 
Nevertheless, devotees of machine music will be satisfied. For the remix with the most 
sounding title “3AM” Stephan himself indulged in techno nostalgia and twitched the 
buttons of his electronic tools to beam the listeners to a warehouse techno party of the 
90s after the first booming bassdrum sound. The Americans Level 2.0 strike somewhat 
softer notes. The spherical soundscapes invite to wallow in melancholia and to let go off 
all wordly discomforts in the darkness of the night. The lounge house version by 
Markasmix radiates lightness and conveys the feeling of a comforting sunbath at the sea 
in the eveing. 
 
Just on time for the album release on September 13th a tour around Europe is planned. 
Send your booking requests joanna@music-obscure.com ! 
 
 
Tracklist Put Out That Light: 

1. Put Out That Light 
2. Put Out That Light (3am Remix) 
3. Put Out That Light (Level 2.0 Remix) 
4. Put Out That Light (The Markasmix Remix) 

 
 
 
 
 



About Lost in Desire 
Lost in Desire was founded in 2008 as 
solo-project of Stephan. After a huge 
success with his electronic music he 
turned to participating in different 
productions and started to collect ideas 
for his own songs. At that time he 
found his own unique style and had his 
comeback in 2009 with his debut 
album: „My aim was to make my own 
and personal music, disregarding 
commercial formats. I started this 
project just for myself and didn’t think 
a moment about whether anybody 
might like it or not.“  
 
The remix album „Reborn from the Ashes“ followed in 2011, which contains a remixed 
version of every single original from the debut album. Contributions were made, among 
others, by Apoptygma Berzerk, Assemblage 23, Imperative Reaction and Whispers in 
the Shadow.  
 
In the meantime Lost in Desire turned into a complete band consisting of four members 
which does not miss any possibility to rock with their fans. The upcoming album will be 
released in 2013 and will be accompanied by an extensive tour around Europe. 
 
Releases: 
 

	  
	  
2012: Zero (Single) (Distribution: Njoy) 
2012: Coming Home (Single) (Distribution: Echozone) 
2011: Reborn from the Ashes (Album) (Distribution: Sony Music) 
2011: I Am You EP (Distribution: Echozone) 
2010: The Vampire EP (Distribution: Echozone) 
2010: Lost in Desire (Album) (Label: musicobscure/Echozone; Distribution: Sony Music)  
	  
Contact: 
www.lostindesire.com 
www.facebook.com/lostindesire 
www.twitter.com/lostindesire 
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